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Picozzi Now Awaits Ruling
It's been three years since Jim

Picozzi was a gunning first year law
student at Michigan. But instead of

graduating

in

May,

he

will

be

awaiting the outcof!1e of the recen!ly
finished

hearing on the

question·

whether he lit a fire that destroyed
his Lawyers Club room in

1983.

The hearing took nine long days
and

RG swffer Vern Brown didn't

miss a single hour.

He recently

shared a few Bass Ales with Picozzi
at the Stage Door restaurant, and
heard about the man most of us
have come to know only through
courtroom testimony and evidence.
RG: Jim, a lot of the t es timony at the
trial centered aro n d your family and
their influence on you. spe ci fically the
affluence and the education levels. Can

u

you respond to that?

JP: Sure. M. father is a retired elec
trical engineer. He started working for
General Electric Corporation when he
My mother is a
was 17 years old.
retired high school teacher.
RG: What about brothers and sisters?
JP: My oldest brother, Vincent, went

to Yale and Stanford Medical School
and is now a professor in Seattle. My
sister Anita went to Cornell and got a
Masters in Architecture at UVA. She's
an architect in Dallas. My sister Elissa

has a Masters in Engineering from
Cornell
_
RG: \Vhat about family pressure to
become a professional?
JP: As you can see, I don't come from

an incredibly professional family. My
brother is the only doctor in the family.
RG: Where did your family come from?
JP: My grandfather moved from Italy
to Brazil. then to New York where he

Campbell Hopes For
Revision Next Year
By Kim Cahill
The sixty-first annual Campbell
Competition ended last Thursday with
final oral arguments held before a ,.
distinguished panel of judges in Room
100.
The teams of Sam Dimon and
Michael McCarthy and Sheila Foran

and Mark Berry were awarded first
place, with the teams of Charles
Boehrer and Rex Sharp and Mark
Weinhardt and Raymond Rundelli
taking second place.
Boehrer and
Sharp were awarded the prize for lhe
best brief in both the final and the semi
final rounds.

The co-chairmen of Campbell say

that although they were very pleased

with the program this year, they think
that some major revisions of the moot

court program here at Michigan are i n

order. To that end, co-chair Joe Gun
derson has spent part of his tenure con
tacting other law schools and finding
out what has and hasn't worked for
their moot court programs.
Gunderson, along with co-chairs Jon
Frank and Darrell Graham, has corn

piled his findings into a series of
recommendations for future moot court
programs here at Michigan. The report
will be presented to the faculty in early
April.

All three chairmen agree that the im
petus for change began when the num

ber of students participating in Cam
pbell dropped suddenly. In 1983-1984,
approximately 3.6% of students par
ticipated in Campbell, while this year's
competition drew about 5.3% par
ticipation . Other major schools have a
rate of participation of about 10%.
Proposed changes to the program are

centered on two themes: making Cam
pbell less of a competition and more of
a learning experience, and increasing
the rewards for the vast amount of ef-

worked to bring the rest of his brothers
to America.
RG: Did you have a lot of conflicts with

your father when you were growing up?

JP: No, not at all. That's totally rub
bish. My father raised all of us to be in

dependent and we are. An example of
that was my decision to be an English
major at Yale. My father was concer
ned and we had a long talk about that,
since I would be the first BA in the
family. But after I explained the way I
felt, he was totally supportive.
My

mother would rather I was a ditch

digger and happy than be a lawyer and
unhappy.
RG:
What about affluence?
Ho w
wealthy is your family?
JP: Well, we live in a four bedroom

house.
My mother went back t o
teaching high school to help pay for the
college educations of all the kids.
RG: How about you?

JP: I've had a variety of part-time jobs
since I was old enough to work. I've
mowed lawns, painted houses, spent

one summer digging septic tank fields,
bookkeeper in a bank, and an orderly in a
hospital emergency room. My folks
always made sure I worked.
RG: Jim, bow can you afford this high
priced defense?

JP: First of all, I couldn't have if all
the people involved hadn't cut their
rates in half because they believed in

the case. Peter Vallis, Bill Kuntsler,
Allen Silber, Tink Thompson are all
charging me roughly half the standard
fee.

RG: That's a bit unbelievable.
JP: It's true. These guys really do
believe I'm innocent and they really
I know that
believe I needed help.
sounds self serving but that's what

happened.
See PICOZZI, page six

fort that participation requires. This
year's Campbell program moved
toward the educational end by spon

soring a lecture of brief writing by
Professors Kalm and St. Antoine, and a
lecture on oral advocacy by prac

ticioner Stephen Shapiro. Participants
were
offered
opportunities
for
videotaped practice sessions of their

oral arguments, and judges in the
preliminary rounds were encouraged to
comment extensively on briefs that

.,
:r
0

were submitted.

Proposals for next year stress con
tinuing all these innovations as well as
working as closely as possible with the
first-year

Writing

and

Advocacy

Program.
Coordinators
hope
to
have one faculty member serve as ad
visor for each four teams, as a resource
person to turn to for ac;lvice during the
course of the competition. They also
hope to have Campbell semi-finalists

serve as judges for some of the first
year oral arguments. "That way we're
letting the participants share some of

their Campbell experience with first

years,'' commented Graham. "It helps
people get interested in the program."

The bulk of the coordinators' recom
mendations go to a restructuring of the
work load Campbell presents to par

ticipants.
Gunderson commented,
"Students are really making a careful
choice of their outside activities. If you

have a limited amount of time to spend,
you want to make sure that your ex
tracurricular activities count for as
much as they can. Some people choose
writing for a publication-you get a lot
of practice with your research and
writing. Others choose. clerking for a
firm or judge-you get practical ex
perience and can earn a ·JitUe money.

Other people apply for senior judge
positions. We want to make sure that
Se.e HIGH, page seven
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Vandals' BB Inflicts
Pane (and ) Suffering
By Bruce Vielmetti
Portions of the library's sub levels
were roped off this weekend after a
suspected BB shot broke through one of

the large skylight panes. Leo Heatley,
director of U-M security, said officers

were araid the small spider cracks
resulting from the hole might cause the

large pane to cave in on the library.

Mary Clemence, administrative
assistant at the library, said she expec
ts the panel to be replaced by the end of
this week. She could recall only one
other instance of windows breaking at

the underground library, about a year
and a half ago, when someone threw a
large street barricade into the window
well.

"But even that didn't break it by im
pact," Clemence said. "A metal piece

of the barricade got wedged between
Heatley said the shot occurred about

9:20p.m. Friday, and appeared to have

been fired from the sidewalk across

form the broken pane, ner the exterior
wall of the Reading Room. He said the

repair cost is estimated at about $500.

the

glass and the frme, and the
pressure actually caused the crack.''
"So the history of the windows makes

it consistent that a stone or rock would
do it," she said, "but a BB gun,
maybe."
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Critics Too Harsh on Dimon
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Several weeks ago, the RG published an article
under the pseudonym "Len Nerve." Although the
general thrust of the article was to register some
sort of protest against Professor White's teaching
style, Sam Dimon was used, in a most degrading
manner, as the vebjcJe for the author's "humor."
This past week. Dr. Fegg's protege has also used
Sam as the butt of his "joke," the point of which was
to protest against his conception of irregularity in
the selection of the Campbell competition finalists.
I was disgusted by Len Nerve's article. but feel
now that I must speak out, as it seems that
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Activities Should
.

Get Credit

It is obvious that Mr. Kopel refuses to
acknowledge the many truths set out by Dworkin
Those arguments,
and McKinnon's arguments.
All
however, need to be fully extended.
heterosexual contact is rape because societal
pressures and illusions have covertly coerced the
parties into consent, using among other means,
pornography. Man has been seduced into rape by a
society whjch pressures him into sex he neither
needs nor wants. Society and its pornographic
media is fraught with blatent support of the attitude
that it is "unmanly" not to "want it." Men are
bombarded with notions that not aggressively pur
suing sex is unmanly and that his organ size is in
deed all-important.
To this pornographic society, sexually passive
men are "feeble," "wimpy," and "inadequate."
This omnipresent attitude prevents healthy
heterosexual interaction-a man cannot talk to a
women without pursuing sex in the process or else
he is an impotent wimp. If the man attempts to
uphold this societal view and does not perform
brilliantly, because of some physical deficiency, he
As though they were
is called "inadequate."
working with Pavlov's dogs, women selectively
reinforce these pressures by varyin� their response

Extra-curricular activities that require and
develop legal writing and advocacy skills
should get academic credit. As it stands
now, participants in a wide range of extra
curricular activities work feverishly for
nothing more than a little recognition, and
that doesn't seem to be enough.
We know what you're thinking and just
stop it right now-we're not· asking for
academic credit for being on the RG. It's
Campbell, student-organized seminars, the
extra-curricular clinics run by student
organizations, and the academic legal to men between calling them "dead from the waist
publications we're talking about. We're down" and attacking them with insatiable desires.
The "greatest men," of course "get laid all of the
only in it for the beer.
Take the downstairs publications for in time" and have huge organs Ci.e. Jon "the wad"
stance. The people who say that Law Holmes, Harry Reems, Long Dong Silver). Mean
whiJe others who choose to reject this pornographic
Review, Journal and Yearbook members attitude are called unmanly and disparaged har
have no social life anyway so it's no har shly. "You are inadequate unless your organ i s
dship to stay in on Fridays are both unkind large and you use i t on women all the time." society
and wrong. Although there are certainly says to men. Go to any bar and talk to a woman
payoffs, in terms of jobs and the like, that without taking her home and sleeping with her and
she will look down upon you saying, in effect,
publication members enjoy it does seem a "What's the matter litUe boy, can't gel it up-are
little absurd to make them write a seminar you impotent or something?"
paper for two credits if they've gotten a note
Dworkin is right and many men are forced, some
accepted. Editorial work would also seem even unknowingly inlo heterosexual contact they
likely to do as much for the student as a really don't want. The concealed cave of doom. that
bottomless pit of illusion, gets its way and always
seminar.
wilJ unless real men strike down demeaning por
Or, how about the Family Law Project? nography, st.arl to assert their rights, and dispel
Students who work for FLP, Student Legal such mythical legends.
Services, or the Unemployment Benefits
.John Zavitsanos
Clinic actually see real judges, not dressed
Joe Ahmad
Chris Tsilimi'ngras
up law professors.
Hill Schiefelbein
Campbell participation has steadily drop
ped, and or�anizers have noted that busy
law students must pick extra-curricular ac
tivities with care. A little money or a little
credit makes a difference. It's a shame when
a student who wants to be a litigator ends up TEN YEARS AGO: Some women students did a
shelving books for the library instead of par sex-role analysis of exam questions from 1973-74.
Men played 34 different roles-from doctor to gold
ticipating in Moot Court because they can't

degrading Sam Dimon is becoming a pastime of the
more juvenile members of the Jaw school com
munity.
I first met Sam when he helped me with a search
on Wesllaw. This occured over Winter Break when
fortuitously for me, he walked into the computer
room at my moment of need. He quietly explained
to me how to solve my problem and extended the
normally polite response of "You're Welcome" to
my expression of thanks. It was not until several
weeks later. when we were introduced formally by a
mutual friend. that I realized who my helper had
been.
I was reared in a family in which intellectua
achievement, scholarship and education were the
most admired and prized qualities.· When I first
read about Sam's scholarly achievements in the RG
and learned of his other inte!Jectual qualities from
my friends, my reaction was to think that an oppor
tunity to be part of a community with some1>ne o
such stature was a rare treat.
Perhaps you who wrote these articles should
realize that your attitudes reveal not only your own
immaturity but your own insecurities as well. One
lesson I learned from my work experience is that
you will achieve more if you surround yourself with
the best and most capable people. They are not
threats to you, but rather a source for you from
which to learn and grow.
Instead of making Sam the butt of your junior
high humor, you might start to learn from him.
Why don't you identify yourselves and apologize to
him? Humility is a difficult thing to Jearn
Sam could teach you a lot about its meaning.
Joan Kripke 2L

Civil Rights Panel
To The Editor:

The Hispanic Law Students Association (HLSA)
invites the Law School Community to participate in
the Affirmative Action Panel Discussion which will
take place on April2, 1985 from 7:00 to 9:00p.m., in
Room 100 of Hutchins Hall at the Law School. The
three panelists are Clarence M. Pendleton, Jr..
Chairman of the United States Commission on Civil
Rights: Arnoldo Torres, Executive Director of the
League of Latin American Citizens ( LULAC>; and
Lana Pollack. Michigan Slate Senator for the 18th
District.
The moderator of the forum will be Dean Terran
ce Sandalow. An open reception in honor of the
panelists will be held in the Lawyers Club Lounge ofthe Law School following the panel discussion.
The panelists have been asked to address the
following two questions: First, can affirmative ac
tion programs play a legitimate role in U.S.
society? Second, assuming that such programs
serve a legitimate and important function. can the
goals of affirmative action be reached without
resort to quotas or statistical goals? During the fir
st hour of the forum. each panelist will have 15
minutes to make his or her presentation and an ad
ditional 5 minutes to clarify any remarks. The
second hour will be devoted to a question and an
swer session with members of the audience.
Syl\'ia Lazos
i\lember HLSA
Executive Board

This Week in RG H istory_

justify the time it will take away from the
casebooks unless they're getting paid.
It wouldn't be that bard to curb abuses or
keep track to make sure that only people
who've been in court, or written something,
got credit.
a little
Columbia bas done just that. So, give
credit where credit is due.

mine owner to rapist. Women played 18 diiferent
roles, of which only six were working/p1·ofessional.
The students gave as an example of role
stereotyping an exam question by Professor San
dalow, which revolved around ''Hester Prynne," a
pubic ::;chool teacher fired for advocating group sex
on a TV talk show.
In a reply lo the women students, Professor San
dalow pointed out the women's movement made

sexual "exploration and expression ... one of its
dominant themes." One of the women who conduc
ted the study replied that, although the media
focusses attention on women who advocate sexual
exploration, "Many feminists consider the em
phasis on sexuality counter-revolutionary: an ef
fort to divert women into a concentration on
physical sensation while the economic and social
status quo is preserved." She also speculated that
women's "decisions to attend law school would
seem to reflect a decision to concentrate on
economic and social change rather than sexual
freedom."

Affi�'!JqJiveAction Addresses §.g�!�!..!3.�'!l!��
. Y. Y vta
.
.
a�lton IS a hot lop· c After decades of
a_ hve
�ftrm
aff�r� ative acllo� progra s �� academic , and
polttical _ comm_un• rtes con � �e to· debate whether
_
acti on promotes soc·lal J·ust·lce · A recent
affirmative
Court decision Hrefightus 1ocal Union No.
S
s2 u.s.L:w. 4767 (1984), has rein·
5°duced the discussion into the public forum. In
tr
the District Court entered an order
���inarily enjoining the Memphis Fire Depar·
P
the last-hired, first-fired
from .followin
tment
. .
.
semonty rOVIS ton °f �e union contract Since the
proposed P1ayoffs wou ld have the effect of ing the consent decree, negotiated two years
validatin
.
and the Memphis
1
earher by the Bl ac•k f'1ref"ghters
F"1�e D_epartm�nt , that required minority represen·
' "f"tCat·10n, the Supreme Court
tation m each JOb c1asst
( 6 - 3) held that the district court's injunction was
.
tm o
&: O
: �e Pendleton, Chairman of the u.S. Civil
Ri hts Commission, who is not a lawyer' and
Wi�Iiam Reynolds, Assistant Attorney General of
the Civil Rights Division of the U.S. Justice Departedly have interpreted the dicta in
tm t
Ju:t�c� ��·s majority opinion as meaning that".
tans based on Title Vll are
aiJ affirmative
. . 1 ,.action p
·
unconstttuuona
.
.
.
Parren
UTIIlg a hearmg. U S. Re.Presentative
D
.
,
.
?.ht� eU. �ailed Pendle n . R:�g n s 1a k .
�
��r
p
�
�
Pen e�on 10 turn. a ccus th� ac leade . of
,s
e
om�tmg pl�:t;_ on 3;enta •t� �.�o
��
�:_��
�
v ac
J e
·an ca .. or 1 e�� �
ha�
p st' �.endl�ton
ernon a�d Ben.
n
.
shown stmtlar respe�t for other opposmg VIews br
for example , �efer� mg to the_ comparable wo�. h
as the loomest. 1"dea smce Loo ney Tunes.
concept
.
. T�t� co1orf.u1 r heton � masks a rofound and
� a n people's
st�mf.'cant divergence. .m t�e A m.enc
thmk •. ng reg� r dlng affn m,at •ve act.'° n . One group,
to wh1ch l w1ll refcr as the forma11.5 1 5 argues that
the 14th Amendment <and. the 5th Amendment)
stands for a co1 or b)I nd soc1ety; tt1at no .10d"1v1. dual
should be given special preference because of the
color of his or her skin, national origin, or sex. The·
corroll�ry to this notion is that color conscious
rem
_ ed1es should not be used to promote a color

1�1:"���rolls,

·

·

�

�

•
.

•

Therefore, the formalists bemoan a policy of affirmative action because equal opportunity is impossible to maintain as long as affirmative action
plans grant "special prlviliges" to selected members
.
of the population. Moreover, the formaltst
argument continues, arri�mative action �tans un_
dermine the Amertcan
1deal of a merttocracy,
where each individual achieves and progresses according t� hiS, or_ her worth established through hard
work and md1yt�ual effor�.
. . .
The formahst s reasomng, however, IS. stmplistic
and cultural
and ignores the sociological,
. teconomic,
·
socte
y. Aff
rea 1·Illes of Amencan
tve acfton
. •rmaf
_ where
promotes the long term goal of a JUS t soctety,
· are'"
· 1evant
race, sex, and nat"tona1 orlgm
· ru UL y trre
To attain this end, arrirmallve action plans attempt
�o b�eak down centunes,-old ' an d cu.1tura11Y
mgramed patterns of rac1sm and sextsm. It
represents the opportunity_ to scale t�e privilt:ged
ech�Ions of Am�rlcan soc!ett entry mto the_ h_lghpay_mg prof�slo�s.' admiSSIOn to -�e presl!gJO_us
n�tJOn_a� umversttJes, and the hmng ?r rac•al
mmonbes and women for government JObs once
re�erved for "good ole bo�s." It repr�e �ts,
�lttmately, access. to economtc power an? pol! tical
mfluence from whtch these groups have htstoncally
been exc.Iu ded: sImp
· Iy put doors that were onee
.
shut to mmonues and women are now open.
However, the formalist school wouJd stop short of
"opening the doors" and argue that "equal opportunity•· is all that is required to prom�te a just
soci�ty.. This argume�t, alth?ugh natvel� appealmg, ts based on two mdefenstble assumptions:
that we all are born equal, and that the free-market
economy's valuation of an individual's worth is not
cu 1lura11Y b"1ased.
First, we are not all born the same. Some of us
are born to parents who will implacably ingrain us
with the character traits that will enable us to succeed, and some ?f us arc not. 0r, put another way,
most of us at th1s law school owe to our parents the
fact that we are here: we are se If·S tarters, we sur
_
fer, to a great degree, from C AS,
�
.
e
e
t
��u ��� �t�� ro�;:: l���:o t�\=�e �ou beWeve that
a child born to an unwed, sixteen year old Hispanic
·

·

·

Rachel and Kit Adelman Pierson's defense of the
anll-poro ordmance _is both thoughtrul and sensiti�e.
I would, ho"'evcr, hke to challenge an assumptiOn
that they make along with the cultural feminists
and Professors Bollinger and Schauer. The clai_m,
roughly. is that pornography bears a causal relatiOn
to men's view of women as objects. This claim is, I
think, a clearcut case of having confused an effect
for its cause. 1 would maintain that an interest in
pornography is the effect of Cis {)'IIIJUomatic o.n a certain psychosexual development which also has as
one of its effects a vi�w of wome� as objects. I
suspect this psychological account IS by and large
ignored because it is more satisfying-it gives one a
sense of power-to be able to pin the blame for one's
victimization on something tangible, something it
seems one can rectify easily. But to pin this blame
on POrnography Is to hold out an illusion.
Freud's 1912 essay "The Most Prevalent Forms of
Degradation in Erotic Life" is illuminating in this
regard. According to Freud, the male child's sensual and tender impulses �re originally directed
toward the mother. The mcest taboo, however.
prevents satisfaction of these impulses with their
original object: so in cases of health>: dev�lopm�nl.
the individual turns elsewhere for the�r satiS faction .
For this to happen. h�wever. requ1res that there
be suitable objects available elsewhere and that,
most 1mportantly, the origin�I •·erot�c cal!'ex�"
already attached to the obJect of mfant�e m·
fatuation <the mother> not be so strong that tt can
not be broken and rcat�ached to a surroga�e.. .
Freud claims that '" contemporary ctvtllzatton
men, on the whole, do �ot successfuJI� pa�s through
this stage: they rem.aIll fixated on '. the Image� of
the first sexual obJect. · · The mcest-bat;n:r,
however, necessarily �as the effect that the hbu;lo

t::: �0'!lda�����

·

Fre ud's Insights
By Brinn Leiter

.

�

�

�

succeed (that is through hard work and individual
effort) as the child born to a middle class couple,
where, say, both parents are university professors.
The second
. assumption Is that the free market
was compnsed of culturaIIy b"1ased emp1oyers, ad·
ministrato�, �ucat��s, and so forth. People who
_
do the admttting, hmng, and promotmg,
tend _ to
admit, hire, and promote persons who ar� h�e
them. Cons�iously,_ or.s � b-<:o sciousl � , the Cflter1a
that determmes an mdtv1dual ?s worth m the fl')arket
place is determined by the value and outlooks of
those who dominate the market, the. group which is
empo�ered.' so to speak. In th e Umted States, th al
group 1s while males.
It is natural to 1dent1fy most eas1ly wtth and want
to promote the welfare of persons who are similar to
you. Thus wtthout afflrm�tive action, the b la<;k
_
assistant, though hard-workmg and ded1cated,
will
most likely be passed over in favor of hte white,
well-educated youngster, who d emonstrates
_ and color"potential." Without affirmative acllon
conscious goals, it is too easy for those wh? control
access, wealth, and power, to lapse mto the
cuJturaiJy-biased methods of selection, promotions,
and reward.
.
The formalist thinking, I .believe,
reflects another
aspect of buman nature. It_ Is comfortable to bet·t�ve
that vou "deserve" what m many ways _IS nothmg
more than the reflection of both your own good for·
tune, and your individual effort. Status, and
achievement in society, is a product of merit, hard
work, individual effort, and random attributes-the
_
personal characteristics you were born w1th, the
family environment in which these were developed,
and uJtimately
. . ''being at the right place at the right
time." Tbmkmg that persons who do not rnake ·1t · m
our society because they are "lazy" or not sufficienUy "motivated," fails to recognize the importance
of . cuJture
and family in our society.
Ultimately,
·
.
·
this v�ew assume� that there IS equa1lfY
wh ere
equaltty never ex/Sfed.
.
·
Thus, affirmative action 1s an 'd
1 ea whose limP
has not yet passed.
·

·

.

•

.

·

·

·

Sylvia Lazos

is

. Board.
Executtve

a

member o.f the HLSA

Explain Pornography Role

attaching to these objects should remain in the un·
conscious.'' The result of this is that, "The sensual
feeling that has remained active seeks only objects
evoking no reminder of the incestuous persons
foribidden to it: the impression made by someone
who seems deserving of high estimation leads, not
to a sensual excitation, but to feelings of tenderness
which remain erotically ineffectual. .. Where such
men Jove they have no desire and where they desire
they cannot Jove."
In short, then, when a man's sexual and tender
impulses remain too strongly attached to their
original incestuous object <mother, though
sometimes sister>-and because this incestual
desire in unacceptable, immoral, and a source of
guilt and shame-the man seeks gratification of
sexual impulses with those that do not evoke .the
tender feelings associated with the untenable incestuous desire.
It is at this point that we encounter the origin of
the objectifying view of women. Freud writes: "As
soon as the sexual object fulfills the condition of
being degraded, sensual feelings can have free
play. considerable sexual capacity and a high
degree of pleasure can be developed" (recall
pleasure is the main driving force for Freud>. The
reason for this should be apparent: the man will not
have tender feelings for a degraded, objectified
woman Cone unlike the mother> so the incestuous
character of the sensual desire will not intrude and
introduce guilt and spoil the sexual pleasure.
Pornography, in turn. serves this purpose well.
Its portrayal of women as sexual objects allows for
sensual enjoyment without the appearance of tender feelings which would reveal the unacceptable
incestuous origins of the sensual desire. Thus, an
interest in pornography and a view of women as
"objects" are symptomatic of an infantile fixation

of desire at the original mcestuous level. .
One needn't buy into all the detatls of the
Freudian pictu:e to assent to the basic pro.pos!ti�n:
that pleasure m pornography and an ob�echfymg
_ of complicated un·
view of women are symptomatic
conscious psychosexual processes.
Where, then, does a real attack on the roots of
these objectifying attitudes begin? Freud thought
that sexually repressive moralities deserved much
of the blame for many neuroses: an atmosphere of
guilt and shame prevents the individual from
coming to terms with his or her basic impulses. It is
ironic, then, that feminists contribute substantially
to the absurdly over-moralized and condemnatory
language and attitudes that still surround sexuality
(and, of course, almost every other aspect of human
existence>. Consider for example the constant
railing against any tract• of "male domination" in
sexual relations . Freud, like Nietzsche before him,
bas pointed out that power and domination are
essential elements of sexuality Cfor both men and
women). though these elements are certainly not
preclusive of tender or loving feelings as well Cexcept in their extreme or neurotic forms).
I am also astounded by how casually almost
everyone who is opposed to objectifying women
assert that it wouJd be good for people to get the
message that pornography is "wrong," that they
sbouJd be ashamed and feel ·•guilty'' about it.
Surely in the wake of all I have said so far, this must
appear as the most perverse and backwards logic.
It amounts to saying: yes, let us increase the guilt
and shame surrounding sexuality so that in·
dividuals may never come to terms with their real
origins of their sexual desires and so consequently
may never enjoy a sexual life in which sensual and
tender feelings are conjoined and in which woman
are not objects.
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LSSS President

wonderful student body. I'd like to con
tinue work for you as Vice President of
the Senate so that we can help make

-

Board of Governors

this an even better academic and social
environment.

Secretary

...

Elliot Dater
I believe that I have the capability,

experience and sense of responsibility
to be an effective student represen

tative to the Lawyers Club Board of
Governors. I worked at the Lawyers
Club for two years as an un
dergraduate, have been a resident sin. ce last May, and will be the night
manager next year. One might say that
I am quite familiar with the "Club'' and

Russell Smith
As President of the LSSS I would have

three major objectives. The first would
be to continue the movement towards
increased communication with the Law

School faculty and administration
about student needs and desires.
Second, I would work to make the Law
School a more comfortable place to
learn and grow for everyone, but
especially those who now feel alienated
by the process. Finally, I would work to
continue to expand the services which
the LSSS provides to the Law School
I believe that my ex
community.
periences as both a first year represen
tative and as the Vice-President of the
LSSS will help me achieve lhese objec
tives.

Vice President

Lyn Placke
I am interested in serving as the LSSS
Secretary. Having served as a first

year representative to the Senate, I
have found that it takes initiative and
enthusiasm to accomplish the goals of
the students. I feel that being on the
Executive Committee will allow me to

be involved more fully in the daily ac
tivities of the law school and to help
initiate new projects.
I am confident that I have the ex·
perience necessary to serve well in this
position. During this past year I have

the concerns of its residents. l feel that
as night manager, I will be especially
awarl:' of problems in the Club, and
therefore more effective in bringing
them before the Board of Governors.
Besides representing student concer

ns on the Lawyers Club Board of gover
nors, this position requires active par

ticipation in the student senate. I have
been involved in various student
organizations for many years, even
before the fateful day I started Law
School.

3d Year Rep

Amy Lambert
I am running for third year represen

tative primarily because I was sur
prised at the absence of interest

demonstrated in the elections. The
been active
have
people
same
repeatedly; this leads to the same
viewpoints being represented each
year.
I think it is crucial to encourage more
active participation by people, such as
myself, who have previously been silent
in lhe running of the student senate.
Although in the past I have had no
formal affiliations with any Law School
organizations, the informal ties I have
developed and maintained at Michigan
will enhance my ability to serve as
third year rep.

how the
become familiar with
organization works and realize the
necessary commitments involved in
assuming this position.

I would appreciate your support on
March28.

Treasurer

Jeremy Firestone
As students, we occupy a unique van
tage point that provides insight into our

needs and desires which the faculty and
alumni lack. In addition, it's our school
too. Thus, our concerns, such as those

that follow, deserve thoughtful con
sideration:

'

- expanded placement services for
students looking toward private or

judicial
practice,
firm
Sma II
clerkships, and government or non
profit positions.
- Integration of practical skills into

Reggie Turner
During the past few years I have been
wide variety of
a
to
exposed

They
organizational experiences.
range from corporate to public interest
to academic related activities. In each
of these areas I have enjoyed working
with and earning the respect of men

and women with diverse interests and

backgrounds. Some of them even liked
me (a little bit>.
Serving on the Student Senate as a
first year representative has allowed

me to learn a Jot about the Law School
and how il operates. Despite this, I'm

going to come back for a second year.

Some of us just can't have enough fun.

Seriously though, I love this place.
It's a great Law School and we have a

Brian Peyton
Spending other people's money is not
very difficult. But spending it well is.
I t requires smart and efficient
It requries
aJJocation of funds.

imagination. And it requires something

seen all too infrequently in law school:
a little common sense. I won't make

any wild promises. Bull believe that!

have the energy and creativity, not to

mention a healthy dose of irreverence,

our education.
-Expanded clinical offerings.

Michigan needs a program to reduce
the systematic discouragement of

- Participation in decision making, including input into t h e admission
process.

graduates.

-First year P/F option.

- preservation of Michigan's unique
summer program.
- Increases in women/minority hiring
and admissions.
- Finalcial Aid,
forgiveness.

including

loan

Having worked ht:re for two years, I
Time constraints in

to see that your money is well spent and
that the issues important to you are ad

like Ann Arbor.

all the meetings.

school and the community-at-large.

dressed. If nothing else, I'll show up nt

Eric Hard

law school arc rt:al, but I would like to
see greater interaction between the law

public

interest

careers

for

its

At present, borrowing

requirements for those of us on finan

cial aid are higher than virtually any

other graduate program in the country.
It is presumed that we will all have
future incomes capable of handling a
corporate-level debt.

This presumption becomes a self
fulfilling prophecy. Michigan's present
policy serves as a disincentive to many

who might otherwise choose to serve

the disadvantaged, and is an un
necessary burden on those who have

already made such a choice.

2nd Year Rep.
Doug Monds

Sally 1 . Churchill

Being a first year rep. has involved a
substantial time commitment. Atten
ding weekly meetings and maintaining
office hours sometimes seems like a
h assle' but students deserve fuJJ
representation. As a second year rep. I
wish to continue my commitment to
serving the interests of students.
I support loan forgiveness and would
ike
l
to see the Law School purchase
personal computers for use by students
as word processors. I am also open to
the ideas and concerns of students who
are as interested as I am in making our
experiences at UM Law School a s
satisfying a s possible.

My most satisfying moment in law
school was seeing student input help
save the summer program. Though at
times this school seems to belong to the
Powers That Be-the faculty, the ad
ministration, the alumni-this is our
law school. We can influence those
decisions ·which affect our experience
in law school and beyond. I support fall
1985 enactment of a loan forgiveness
program. continued support for the
basement groups, an expanded S.P.F.
progra'm, and finally, continued input
in the summer program. I would ap
preciate your support.

The L . Hart Wright Teaching Award is on your

that you nominate two professors to receive the

ballot today. The Law School Student Senate asks

award for outstanding teaching ability.

Former A mbassador Offers Israeli
Prof.

Yehuda

Blum,

Ironically, Poland sal on the Council
at the time and criticized Israel for
putting Jewish settlers on occupied
territory. I replied that there were
only 7,000 Jewish selllers on oc
cupied territory. I replied that there
were onJy 7,000 Jewish settlers on
the Golan Heights while there were
7,000,000 Poles settled on occupied
territory taken from the Germans at
the end of WWII without a treaty.
Not that I hold a brief for the Ger
mans.
Third, particularly in the late
1970's there was the phenomenon of
the European powers supplicating
the Arab oil gods. Israel made it
clear, however, that it would not
play the role that Czechoslovakia
was forced to play in the 1930's. Not
onJy was Europe morally wrong

former

Israeli A mbassador to the United
Nations, graciously agreed to a
second interview
Gestae.
having

with the Res

The first interview
covered general

and

biographical questions, this talk
focuses on the specific Israeli and
Jewish

dimensions

of Prof.

Blum 's tenure as A mbassador.
Jeremy S. Garber was the

RG in

terviewer.

RG: A couple of months ugo you
were fJUOted in the Nt•w York Times
in an a rtic le about Jeanne Kirk

patrick, former U.S. Ambassador to
tht U.N. that she "took the fun out of
the ritual condemnations of Israel."

"Israel is held to a different standard
than

other

nations,

t h o ugh

not

everyone judging Israel in this way is
an ti-Semitic. "
l\1) question pertains to these ritual
condemnations. Why do they occur?

YB: First there is simple arith
metic. There is onJy one Israel but
there are twent\ nne Arab states and
an addttionnl Lwenl) one Muslim
states. When you add to that figure
the twenty or so Communist nations
you need onJy a few additional votes
to get a majority condemning
Israel in the General Assembly.
Secondly, Israel serves as a kind
of international whipping boy to
distract attention from burning
issues that are inconvenient to the
parties involved.
For example,
the
when
invaded
Soviets
Afghanistan not a week passed
before they brought Israel before the
Security Council on some pretext.
Also during the height of the Polish
crists in 1982 when Solidarity was
dissolved and martial law enforced,
this situation was never brought
before the Security Council, being a
"domestic matter."
Instead, an
emergency session or the Council
was called to deal with Israeli set
tlements on the Golan Heights.

•

then. but the tactic <of ap
peasement> was ineffective and the
world paid a terrible price.
RG: Is anti-Semitism at all a factor
in the ritual condem na tions?
YB: Israel is held to a different
standard than other nations, though
not everyone judging Israel in this
way is anti-Semitic. But crude anti
Semitic remarks were evident at the
U.N. in recent years and par
licuJarly during the Lebanon war. I
wrote a letter to the Secretary
General on this matter. Not all anti
israel criticism tS anti-Semitic. We
do not plead immunity from
criticism. we plead equality. Let
there be no double standard.
RG: Is Israel a scapegoat nation as
the J ews historica lly have been a
scapegoat people?
YB: There are several distinctions
to be noted. lsrael is a power to be
reckoned with in lhe Middle East,
and the l9SG's are not the 1940's. But
crypto-anti-Semites do blast at the
Jewish people through attacks on
Zionism and the Slate of Israel.
RG: As Israeli Ambassador to the
U.N. you were seen by many Jews

throughout the world a s the
spokesman for the Jewish people.
At the sa me time you were represen
ting the specific interests or a
specific country, Israel. Did these
two roles ever come into conflict?

YB :
Officially and formally I
earned the credentials of the State
of Israel and never claimed to speak
for others.
Nevertheless. israel
represents the fulfillment of the
hopes of the Jewish people for self
determination. If Jews qua Jews
are persecuted anywhere it is the
right and duty of Israel's represen
tative to speaK up. In case of conflict
of interests, any decision on this
matter comes from a balancing of
relevant considerations and shifting
situa lions.
With regard to your question on
being seen as spokesman for Jews of
the world, I wouJd like to add
something. I often felt, when I sat in
Lhe General Assembly behind the
Israel nameplate, that in some
strange way r was also the
spokesman of my classmates who
did not survive wwn, that I was
speaking for my peers who were
killed in the Holocaust.
One or your well known
RG:
predecessors in the position or

lsraeU Ambassador to the U.N., Ab
ba Eban, has taken on the task of

explaining Jewish history to the
world via his television series and
companion book Gdlootio11 aJHI '''�'

J•••r•. What kind of future role do you

Israel's position, while In public they
would vote to condemn us.
For
example, after Israel's bombing of
the Iraqui nuclear reactor m 1981 I
was privately congratulated by
many delegates. Some told me that
they were breathing easier and
sleeping better knowing that (Iraqi
President> Saddam Hussein wouJd
not soon be able to press the nuclear
trigger. But in public these same
delegates condemned Israel's raid
without reservation or qualification.
When I asked them about the
discrepancies between their private
and public stances, they would reply
that they were acting under instruc
tions from their government.
RG: Having been ln the United
States for several yc>ars n nd Interac
ting with the Am erica n Jewish
community I \\Ould llkr to hear your
impressions. Btn Gurlon, tht' first
Prime Minister or lsra<'l used to
castigate American .Jews ror not
speaking Hebrew und .ror not im
migrating to Israel.

YB: Most American Jews probably
don't qualify as Zionists under the
Ben Gurion definition.
Never. theless, the overwhelming majority
are highly supportive of Israel and
see the future or the Jewish people
as inextricably bound up with the
Jewish Slate. The absence of large
scale immigration from the U.S. is,
of course, disappointing. The facts
are that in 35 years less than 30,000
Americari Jews have sellled in

uThe facts are that in 35 years less

than 30, 000 A merican Jews have set
tled in Israel. , ,
en,•ision Cor yourself?

YB:
Well,
my immediate
predecessor,
Chaim
Herzog,
became President of the State of
Israel. I regard that as a good omen.
RG: In the U.X. did you e\'er en

counter delegates who were sym

pathetic to Israel but who ne,·er

theless \Oted against Israel?
\'B: Yes, and this was one of the
most frustrating and disappointing
aspects of my job. ln private I would
hear sympathy, understanding, en
couragement and support for

Israel.
RG:
Does America understand
Israel?
YB: No one ever fully understands
his fellow man. Full understanding
never occurs except perhaps in very
happy marriages. So what can't be
expected among individuals can
hardly be e.'<pecled in mternational
relations. Having said this I would
like to note that the U.S delegation
at the U.N. under Jeanne Kirk
patrick displayed a real sym
pathetic understanding of Israel.

-
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Picozzi 's Thoughts Off the Stand
from page one
RG: What was It like to go through
your llle "ith thos� missing fingers?
JP: I lost the first knuckle of the first
two fingers on my right hand in a
lawnmower when I was two-years-old.
I never noticed it shaking hands. But I
noticed it when I was trying to learn to
write, when r was trying to learn to
learn to throw a football. I was two
years behind my peers in most athletic
stuff that involved gripping. Also on
dates, I always tried to sit on the right
hand side of a girl so she wouldn't be
repulsed if we held hands.
RG: Jim, after all the things that came
out ln the• trial about your behavior as a
first year student, do you think you can
get a letterof good standing?
JP: I think my chances are very, very
good.
RG: Wait a minute. Aller having all
your dirty laundry aired In public, you
would do the same things again?
JP: No, not at all. I guess during my
first year in law school I thought that as
long as l didn't break the rules, my
behavior would be satisfactory. And
that's not so. It's not enough just to
follow the law. St. Paul speaks lo this in
a letter to the Romans. In order to be a
contributing member of a community
and to be happy with yourself, you have

to do more than the minimum. You
have to toe a higher line. I'm not sure I
can define the line, but you sort of have
to respond to your gut feelings. Sure,
the dean said I could have 20 extra
minutes on an exam but in my tummy I
knew there was something v.Tong with
that.
RG: Jim. what made you behave like
you djd during your first year?
JP: I obviously acknowledge there
were some defects in my behavior first
year. I've really spent a lot of time

depends on how good your grades are.
The athlete mentality took over and the
only important thing was to win the
competition. There was a marked dif
ference in my behavior second year.
RG: Why?
JP: I applied to Yale. got rejected.
went home for the summer-and spent a
lot of time thinking things over. I really
had to take a hard look at myself and
find out how I had gotten myself in this
position.

uon dates / always tried to sit on
,
the right hand side of of girl so she
wouldn ,t be repulsed if we held han
ds. , ,
thinking about that. There were a lot of
contributing factors. I arrived in law
school not really realizing what I was
getting into. The work load was never
really a problem for me. But I walked
in and got Sandalow's aristocracy
speech, from Eklund's speech and my
classmates I got competition. Kamisar
said that the first day of class, "This is
a competition." Before I really had
time to stop and think about all that,
someone said "GO." And the impor
tant thing is to win the competition.
How well you are treated as a person

R G : What position. hated?
JP: I would not say hated. Perhaps the
greater part of the student body didn't
care for me in varying degrees from
disgust, distaste, and real animosity,
but I had a strong circle of friends who
liked me. But I'd gotten on Dean
Eklund's nerves, and a lot of people
didn't like me.
R G : What was your conclusion?
1
JP: I concluded that if spent a lot less
time worrying about people getting one
up on me and the whole competition
thing and just spent time studying the

books, things would go better. The 20
extra minutes weighted against the
time people spent aggravating me
about it was a net negative factor.
RG: Jim. if you had it to do again.
\\OUid you ha\C asked for the extra
l'>'enty minutes?
JP: No, I wouldn't have. I was going to
do well enough without that extra time.
R(: : Ouring your tenure at Michigan
Law School. you \\Crt' notably right·
wing politically. What's it like to work
with notably left-'>' in� la\\yers?
JP: There's been a metamorphosis. I
started with my room being searched. I
would have said before, so what's the
harm? And then it happened to me.
The 4th amendment is no longer
academic. They got done with the
search and l felt violated. I can under
stand how women feel after rape.
Everything about me was violated.
Same thing with defendants' rights
during an interrogation. There I was
with a broken back. stretched out on a
striker frame on oxygen. catheterized,
in intensive care and these two cops
were screaming at me that they knew I
did it and why didn't ! just confess.
I W : But back to the lefty lawytrs?
JP: Well I guess I could characterize
Allen Silber as just an extremely caring
SN• VA I.E,

paJ{c eight

O ne Observer Thinks U -M M e t Its Proof
By Lynn Smith-Capehart
Now that James Picozzi's hearing bas ended,
those law students who attended will return to
classes and move on to more pressing matters such
as exams. graduation. jobs and the Bar. The
hearing was an exciting intellectual interlude and
an important learning tool but it was also much
more than that. We should never lose sight of what
Picozzi risked at those proceedings, notwithstan
ding that it may have been h s own deeds which
precipitated that risk and any subsequent con·
sequences. Due process was his right but it quickly
became his master when he started its machinery
and thereby relinquished control over his future.
The question of whether Picozzi will be permitted
to practice law rests with a single individual, local
attorney Robert Guenzel, who acted as ad
ministrative judge. Picozzi concedes that if he loses
the hearing he will stand little chance of winning his
federal damages suit against the University, For
now he must await the final workings of a system
which may redefine his future.
When the University rested its case it had shown
by clear and convincing evidence that Picozzi had
started the fire in his room in March, 1983. Despite
gallant efforts by sharp-witted Alan Silber, defense
failed to poke enough holes in the University's web
of allegations so as to weaken the possibility of its
carrying the burden. With the exception of three
experts, Picozzi's witnesses were all close
associates who testified to his good frame of mind
and optimistic temperment preceding the fire. This
kind of testimony proves very little because if a per
son were devious enough to torch his room, he could
easily feign whatever behavior was appropriate for
the planned circumstances. Testimony from Picoz
zi's mother that she did not wash the jeans he wore
during the fire and thereby destroy evidence did lit·
Ue to sway because under cross examination she
admiUed that she would say almost anything to
protect her son.
1 do not say that these people were not telling the
truth, just that their affirmation had litUe to do with
the factual question of whether Picozzi actually set
the fire. Even defense's burn expert. Dr. Smith,
who had been sequestered, dealt his side a blow
i

when he asserted that the burns on Picozzi's hands
were not "contact" burns and therefore did not
result from his grabbing the doorknob when he at
tempted to open the burning door, which had been
defense's contention from the beginning. The
Univesity declares that Picozzi's hand was burned
when the gasoline exploded and while he was still
holding the lighter in his hand.
Silber made many poignant remarks during his
closing statement about the "atmosphere of
assumed guilt" that pervaded the hearing. One of
Picozzi's student advocates agreed with this
assessment. saying that everyone is afraid to face
the allernati\•e possibility, that if another student
started the fire, he is an attempted murderer who is
practicing law now. It strue that Picozzi is not the
kind of man who engenders sympathy easily but it is
doubtful that his guilt was a foregone conclusion in
the minds of most students.
One fire expert is as good as another and what it
often comes down to for the fact-finder is the in·
dividual's appearance of credibility. The Univer
sity brought only one fire expert but he was very
credible. A twenty-four year veteran of the Detroit
Fire Department, where he is Chief of Arson, Mar
vin Monroe also has a J.D. from Wayne State. He
described "fireball theory" involving an explosion
immediately upon ignition of an accelerant, with in
tense heat perhaps as high as 4000 degrees. This
fireball would take only ten seconds to force all of
the air in a room out the nearest opening-in this
case, Picozzi's open window. This sudden escape of
air is followed instantly by a strong blast of in
coming air.
Picozzi testified that afler gelling dressed and
trying to get out his door, he froze at the foot of his
bed on his way to the window. The sudden, hard
slamming of his window snapped him awake and he
exited the window. If Picozzi had set the fire it
would have taken him seven to eight seconds to reel
back from the blast and he would have been
"frozen" at the fool of the bed as the fireball exited
and the sudden rush of air entered, slamming hts
window after ten seconds.
Defense fire experts. Peter Vallas and
Nolan,
who both have a great number of years experience
i

as ftre mvesttgators and have attended and taught
seminars on fire science, completely refute this
fireball theory. They say Picozzi was never ex
posed to temperatures exceeding 1700 degrees, but
the temperature of the fire has little to do with who
set the fire.
Defense belabored the splash pattern of the
gasoline-was it poured or thrown? It seemed in·
tent on showing that the gasoline ''as thrown as
though that would prove that Picozzi could not have
thrown the gasoline as well as an intruder. Defense
is relying on the absence of a container used to hold
the gasoline as an aid to its case. According to
University attorney Peter Davis, there were almost
twenty containers in the room that could have held
gasoline and then been washed out before ignition.
Davis executed a tightly knit summation which
made excellent use of the facts. weaving one into
another until he had spun a tapestry of culpability:
From Mike Rizzo's
testimony that one of Picoz·
zi's boots was laced and tied in a bo"· after he fell
hardly an action of a man escaping a fire- to th
burn pattern on the inside of the door and on Picoz
zi's body-to the depiction of Picozt:i'� character as
less than admirable through the introduction ot hi
file for admission at Yale Law SchooL In his aP"
plication to Vale, Picozzi greatly exaggerated th�
harrassment at Mtchigan. at least insofar as ne and
other witnesses had previously testified. For
example, Picozzi described as an assault with
veiled threats of bodily harm. an incident in which
five students approached him in the library to ask
about an outline.
·
Davis drew a picture of a man with both motive
and opportunity who was skiHed at using people and
getting away with things and who liked to brag
about it. A man who was admittedly paranoid at
limes and not very likely to leave his door open
while he slept. A man who needed "special" cir
cumstances before he could be admitted into Yale
as a special student. It seems to me that Picozzi had
enough motive to start a small fire in the corner of
his room, which he planned to extinguish shortly af
ter ignition and blame on his nemese!'. But groun
ding an unpopular gunner is hardly enough motive
dor another law �tudent to risk killing Picozzi as he
slept .

�

H igh Ho p es For Next Year " s Moo t Cour t
from page one
people who participate in Campbell can

get some of the same benefits that other
extracurriculars offer."
Coordinators have proposed that the

preliminary round of Campbell be done
from a research packet much like the
one that is provided for the Law
briefs from that case would be used.
Each entrant would be given the chance

Review/Journal

of

Law

Reform

writing competition.
The problem
would be one that was currently pen
ding before the Supreme Court and
to present an oral argument, and ad
vancement from this round would be
based solely on that argument.
Gunderson sees the advantage of this

as two-fold. "First, it gives everyone a
chance to speak and shifts some of the
emphasis of Campbell to plain oral ad-

vocacy. Second, it shifts the writing
and research burden away from the
time in the fall when everyone has

traditionally been busy with interviews
and fly-bac.ks."
Sixteen teams would advance from
the preliminary round to the semi
finals. Persons could advance as part
of a two-man learn by adding their in
dividual scores from the preliminary

round, or they could advance as single
entrants by just doubling their scores.

A fictitious problem wiU be assigned to
the semi-finalists and each team will be
responsible for submitting a brief and

presenting a 25-minute oral argument.
Advancement from this round would be
weighted 2/3 on oral argument and 1/3
of the brief.
The coordinators' proposals call for

all semi-finalists to receive two man-

Senate Gives Spare Change
By Andrea Lodahl

The Law School Student Senate
allocated funds to several groups and
agreed to put the L. Hart Wright

Teaching Award on the seriate Elections
ballot, in its lame duck session Monday
The spirit of the meeting was

night.

festive.
Nine Senators were in attendance for
an almost capacity crowd. The first
business was the decision to put the L.

Hart Wright award for teaching ex·
cellence on the election ballot, so law
students could nominate professors

with outstanding teaching ability. The
Senate discussed whether the students'
votes should be binding, or whether
only consideration would be given to the
nominations with the Selection Com
mittee 1 the Executive Com mittee of the
Senate, basically) making the decision.
The original wording of the award
was eventually modified to state in per
tinent part that "The Selection Com·
mittee shall select t"IO professors to
receive the award giving significant
weight to the student nominations. . . "

Visiting professors are eligible for lhe
award. and no faculty member may
receive the award more than twice in
five years.
The balance of the meeting

was

devoted to a report from Treasurer
Sheryl Moody of remaining money in
the LSSS budget, and recommendations

for

allocating

the

money

Senate approved an allocation of $200.00
for this purpose out of an estimated
$800.00 of costs. The organization also
has several other sources of funding.
The RG was allocated $1000 to pay its
bills and put out three more papers,
with enough margin of safety to pay its
summer ad solicitation costs. Moody
recalled that the RG had been

originally allocated the same operating
budget as the previous year, and that
the Senate had promised to add some
money at the end of the year if there
were funds available.
The International Law Society's

budget was down to $2.09. and Moody
predicted that with outstanding bills,
ILS would be in the red almost im
mediately. lLS spent most of its budget

on the International Beerfest, with the
balance mainly ·spent in copying and
phone costs. BLSA was down to $47.50,
and Moody also predicted cost overruns
for that group. The Senate considered

allocating direct funds to the groups,
but abandoned the idea in favor of sim
ply covering the overruns as they occur

and warnjng the groups not to spend
any more.

----

SHOW YOUR STUFF!
IMPllESS
YOUR PEERS! LAW REVUE IS
APRIL 13TH.
Submit your acts
NOW to the Social Committee
Mailbox outside the Senate Office.
Remember to include your name
and phone number.

AUDITIONS for the Law Revue will

THE MICHIGAN LAW REVIEW
seeks to hire student clerks to work

over the summer. Duties will in
volve citechecking, proofreading,

and administrative tasks. Positions
are available for the entire summer
and a 40 hour work week is en
visioned.

number.

LATE PLEDGES TO SFF

can be

turned in to the SFF mailbox in

Room 300, Hutchins Hall. Pledge
cards are available from any mem
Pledges
ber of the SFF Board.
received by April 6 will be used to
fund fellowships this summer.

would require non-academic credits in
writing as a graduation requirement.
.
"Columbia has used this program wtth

finalist would also be required to assist

in judging the oral arguments of one
case club. The four finalists would also
receive small cash prizes and the ad

a lot of success.
Each upper-class
student has to accumulate 3 writing
cr'edits to graduate. They give credit
for things like taking a seminar, par
ticipating in moot court, teaching Case
Club to first-years, or being on one of

ditional recognition of arguing in the
final round.
Gunderson said, "Most schools have
bigger rewards or smaller burdens for
their moot court programs. Here a t

the publications," he said.
The coordinators would also like a
permanent faculty advisor for the
Campbell Competition in addition to a
specific topic advi�or who would
change from year-to-year, and faculty

Michigan, i t seems that we expect a

huge amount of work without the
benefits that we offer for classes like
criminal appellate .advocacy or ac

tivities like teaching Case Club or being
a member of a publication."

members who would advise specific
teams. They also hope to acquire an of
fice in the Library so that research and
administrative details can be handled
out of. one location instead of out of

Co-<:hairman Jon Frank added, "We

need to strengthen Campbell.
Everyone who participates is tied to its
reputation."
All three co-chairmen

agreed that a primary way to
strengthen the program is to increase

coordinators' carrels
in the past.

as

has been done

NCAA Lead Chang e
By Tom Flanigan

In the continuing "BatUe for the
Basement," third year Kent Mat
sumoto "overtook" Keiichi Fujiwara.

and

Scott Munzel
Third year Diane Aylworth tops the
field after �ree rounds of the RG NCAA
Cont�st. Aylworth has tallied 74 points
in overtaking first !"Ound leader Martin
Karo, who fell to number two (Marty,

remember
what
happened
to
Michigan).
In an exclusive interview with the
RG, Aylworth, upon learning she was
leading the prestigious event, ex
claimed, "I love it, I love it." She used

"free association" selection to make
picks such as George Tech �he has a
friend attending classes there) .

AylwortQ,remains confident St. Johns

will win it all, based on her inside tip.
from gambling quarterback Art
Schlichter.
Others still in contention:
3. Mark Toljanjc, 2L
Thomas Walsh, 3L
5. Jack Henneman, 2L
Carrie Seymour, 3L
7. Marvin Rau, 3L

69 points
69

68
68
67

8. Randall Thomas-Peterhaus 66
Andy Coden, 3L

66

Notic es ----

be held March 31 and April 1 (no

foolin'l from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. in the
Lawyer's Club Lounge. Sign up for
audition limes on the Senate Bulletin
Board-include your name and

to

organizations who looked like they
wouJd need it. The American Indian
Law Students' Association requested
funds to help pay for a conference to
take place later in the term , featuring
several speakers and music.
The

student participation.
Gunderson would also like the faculty
to consider instituting a program that

datory pass/fail credits. This would
recognize their work in presenting two
oral arguments and a brief. Each se�.t:

Keiichi is in 215th place with 39 points,
while Kent claims 216th place with 35.
Capsule Comments:

• Note the high number of 3Ls among
the leaders, and the high number of lLs

in the basement bracket. Who says
learning how to "think like a lawyer"
doesn't help in the real world?
• Look
out, Matsumoto, Chip Magjd
selected only one out of eight winners in
the third round.

•

Third year Len Perna offered an un

solicited tie-breaker by predicting that

7,969 points would be scored in the
NCAA tournament. At press time we
were still counting.
•

Trivia

Question

posed

•

Answer: Memphis State.

by

Dave

Schuette, 3L: While Patrick Ewing has
been at Georgetown, they have lost to
only two teams in the NCAA tour
nament. We all know the Tarheels is
one; what's the other?

FINANCIAL AID Would students
who received financial assistance

TilE MICHIGAN YEARBOOK of In
ternational Legal Studies is pleased
to announce that applications for the

Financial Aid Office the source and
amount of the award? We need this

through A.pril 10. Applications will
be available at Case Club. contract
classes, and 10 front ot room 100 in

from private sources for the 1984-85
academic year please report to the

information for the Annual Report.
Thank you.

1985-1986 junior staff will be received

the coming two weeks.
B E A B NNY!

Applicants will be asked to com
plete a 3·5 hour citecheck:ing test and
a personal interview. If hired, they

will be compensated for the time
spent completing the test.
Ap
plications are now available on sub
three in office S-380C. Completed
tests should be returned by Friday,
April 19. Interested students should
contact James Dasso or Devin
Schindler, 8-380C, 764-0542. .

SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT-LSSS
sports committee presents

men's

and co-ree (four women minimum)
divisions April 12th and 14th at Elbel

field. Single elimination, two game
minimum. Teams from other

Michigan law schools are expected.
Team fee of $15 required to sign up

on April 4th and 5th, between noon
and 1 p.m. in front of Room 100, or
call Craig Jones at 769-0415.

1st ANNUAL LAWYER'S CLUB
EASTER EGG HUNT!

Artists in Hiding-Come to Egg
Dyeing

Party

Wednesday

and

Friday evenings, April 3d & 5th.

Prize for best egg?
Find
your
favorite

hiding

place-come and hide eggs on
Easter Sunday!

CaiJ Judith Klinghoffer (665-4173) or
look for sign-up sheet in Lawyer's
Club.

Yale No Longer Preoccup a tion for P icozz i
world than red, white and blue. I used

From. Page Six
person who goes way beyond the
rhetoric. I began to open my eyes and

to be a great Rehnquist fan.
RG:

How can you justify suing the
t:niversity for 9 milli on dollars, isn't

see what life is like on the other side of

that a bit steep?

RG: What i!; the final result?
JP: I can't say that all of that has tur·
ned me into a diehard left-winger. but it

follow me around for the rest of my life.

the fence. These people aren't hothead
idealogues, they are sincere.
telligent, caring people.

in·

has certainly opened my eyes to the
fact that there are more colors in the

JP: First of all, 7 million of that is
punitive damages. And keep in mind
that even if I win, this thing is going to
There's a chance that after having

stood in opposition to the University of
Michigan Law School. I could become a
real outcast in the legal profession.

"Ho w well you are treated as a per
son depends on h o w good your grades

' '/ used to be a great Rehnquist
fan . "
RG: \\'bat are your future intention!> in
Iaw practice?
JP: Well, I always wanted to be a trial
lawyer. 1 used to think I would work

--

- ------

cupied with that anymore. Other law
schools include NYU. Columbia, Har

with a big blue chip corporate Jaw firm.

vard, S.tanford, UVA, and U-Penn.
R(;; Did you t'\'Cr have these same
problf'mc; \\ ith �·our beha ,·ior and your

go down the tubes because they couldn't

Yale
1
was encouraged to be
opinionated. and outspoken. They saw

Pxonneralcd.
where will you apply to law school?

what happened at the University of
Michigan.

but now I feel a real emotional com
mitment to defendants' rights and pro
bono work. I'd hate to see someone else

get a good lawyer.
RG: Assuming you

nrc

JP: Yale is likely. but I'm not so preoc-

classmates at Yale?
JP: No. I'm not sure why.

I know at

individualism as leadership aptitude.
But beyond that I really can't explain

are. "

Crossword
ACROSS
I. Thailand

5. Halls
10. Cent
1 1 . Like a swamp
13. Indian liUe
14. Bear or beaver
15. Affirmative (slang)
16. Australian bird
17. Stroke
18. Swindle

19. Throat noise
21. Residue
22. Wail

By Joseph Mazzarese
23. Certain fruits
25. Deceased

27. Barber or Skelton
28. Primate
30. Roma n 3

31. Time uffit
32. Shock
33. for now (latin)
35. pieces of pasteboard
36. elitists
37. Colleagues of Bond
DOWN
1. Clothing feature

2. Court order
3. Woman's name
4. Possessive pronoun
5. Naughty work

Solution

6. Sailor

7. Conjunction
8. Watson's work

SA.dSS80NS
SOMV::> W3�0"Md
NO�S A V O I I I
3dV 03M 3�V1
SIMDI Ali::>
HSV 3"MONS
WV::>S �3dOW3
VaA "MOd VfV"M

A HS"MVW ANN:Id
SdO�S WVIS

9. Stadium

10. Before <prefix>
12. Sweet potato
14. Lawyer's goal
17.Be nosy
18. Direction

20. Iron or silver

21. Help
23. Lock mate

A 13-year-old Grosse Pointe Woods l::oy pulled a
gun on a dentist and ordered him to remove the
boy's braces. The dentist stalled him until police
arrived after being telephoned by the dental
assistant in the outer office. The boy grappled with

the detectives, squeezing off one shot of the

automatic and managing to grab and shoot one of
the detective's guns as well. No one was hwt. He
will be charged, as a minor, with felonious assault.
<He probably won't take any legal help from a
lawyer on retainer. . .)
The Ann Arbor 'ews

Relax, Everybody-It 's

Leather/ike . Outlines to
the Rescue

There's no need to worry about hiding your
Emanuel's ouUines at home when you practice law.
The Emanuel .Law Outlines.- Lawyers' Edition. will
soon be available. The lawyers edition will b� vir·
tually the same as the student ouUines, but, accor

ding to Steven Emanuel, the new series comes with
"leatherlike bindings so you can put them up on

34. Preposition

35. Chern. sym. for Cesium

Compiled by Dana Deane and Nora Kelly

your Jaw office shelf without emt>arassment."
the Lawyers'
COiscretion isn't free, of course:
Edition wiU be more than double the student outline
i\ mcrican Lawyer.
price. l

Bain of Existence

Jan./Feb. 19115

Big Ten Basketball referee Jim Bain is suing John
and Karen Gillespie of Iowa City, Iowa, over a l·

shirt that he claims damaged his reputation and
career. Bain is'shown on the shirt in referees garb
with a noose around his neck. The t-shirt was in·
spired by the fact that many fans chant "hang Jim
Bain" whenever he officiates, as a result of a
critical call in a 1982 Purduc-fowa game.

I7.
1
l:.Jouse

32. Drain

29. Print measure>s

Law In the Raw
Free My Teeth!

3 1 . Social neophyte

24. Potatoes

25.Rim
26. Makes public
27. Crashes into

,.

Guests

The Michigan Daily,
l\1arch 2 1 . 1985

An entomologist, engaged in the never-ending

battle against the common cockroach Cblech
repul.1ivas). needed a superior cockroach to test a new
pesticide. But where to find such a tough bug, hardy
and pesticide resistant, a veritable Arnold Schwar

zenegger of the roach world? On Capitol Hill, of
course. The high-powered, and hard to get rid of.

creature will be known as the "U.S. House of
Represen-tatives Roach."
Detroit 1-�rcc Press
3/19/85

Must ,ve Been That Nice
2-Ply Kind. . .

When a toilet paper roll fell from a dispenser onto

the men's room noor of Schlesinger's clothing store

in New Jersey. an employee, Enrique Cuevas,
picked up the dirty roll for washing his car win·
dow-and got fired on the spot. Cuevas was accused
of stealing 11� worth of t.p., plus the steam he used

to press three of his shirts during lunch hour.
Prosecutors refused to charge Cuevas, who brought

a grievance over his firing to arbitration. The ar
bitrator ordered Cuevas rehired, with back pay;

when the store refused to comply, Cuevas went to
federal court.
The sarcastic, J4-page opinion of U.S, District

Court Judge H. Lee Sarokin. said "Now the majesty
of the federal courts is called upon to announce, to
trumpet, to clarion, that which all people have
known since bathrooms were moved inside: that he
who takes a dirty half roll of his employer's toilet
paper has not committed a grievance sufficient to
justify the loss of his job." The store president says
he'll appeal.
Na tion �I Law Journal
2/11 /85

I

